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    01. El Dia Que Te Fuiste  02. La Novia  03. Soneto A Un Malevo Que No Leyo A Borges  04.
El Tatuaje  05. Negrito  06. Fabula  07. Pichona  08. Musa Rea  play   09. El Paso De La
Siguiriya  play   10.
Semos Hermanos  11. Lucio El Anarquista  12. Corazon & Hueso  13. Ritos En La Sombra  
 Musicians:      Daniel Melingo,vocals      Patricio Cotella,double bass      Gustavo Paglia,
bandoneon      Rodrigo Guerra, electric guitar, bouzouki      Nini Flores, accordion      Rudi
Flores, guitar      Romain Lécuyer, double bass      Diego Trosman, guitar    

 

  

Daniel Melingo describes his music as "proto-tango". Tom Waits, Paolo Conte and Nick Cave
come to mind when you listen to him, and his songs conjure up daydreams and images from
films and adventure novels. This radically modern blues from the deep south is both surreal and
hypnotic, romantic and head-spinning; it could also be called "rough and ready tango, one from
the back streets"...     Vertigo and a few hazy, trembling moments. He plays his quayside music,
his form of blues (his own definition) with the art of a pimp straight out of Borges who's just
stepped onto the path of fate at the green lights, and then just misses being knocked over with
each step he takes. Corazón y Hueso is a subterranean story with its own mystique, harbouring
its losers, its prison universe with its tattooed inmates, and characters with map-streaked hands
who speak lunfardo, the slang of Buenos Aires with a secret vocabulary invented to defy the
prison staff. When these men whistle a tune or start the first steps of a dance – tango, folk, or
milonga (what does it matter?) – it’s called canyengue (rough and ready, from the back streets),
and looks more like a fight. ---.harmoniamundi.com
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